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During the 2013–2014 winter, New England customers paid electricity prices that were four to eight times higher than normal because of increased natural gas prices.\(^1\) This increase was not caused by a shortage of natural gas or an unusual weather event that prevented the gas from reaching consumers.\(^2\) Instead, New Englanders paid drastic prices for natural gas because there were simply not enough pipelines to transport the gas into the region.\(^3\) Despite widespread acknowledgement of the problem, natural gas prices spiked again during the 2014–2015 winter.\(^4\) Perhaps even more surprisingly, no new pipeline capacity was added to relieve the problem. Given the problematic price fluctuations, one might assume the New England power market has been decreasing its use of natural gas in favor of a less pipeline-dependent fuel. In reality, however, just the opposite is true: New England has nearly quadrupled the percentage of natural gas used for electric generation.\(^5\)

Natural gas is increasingly becoming the choice fossil fuel for electricity generation due to its low price and low carbon footprint, relative to coal.\(^6\) Furthermore, because natural gas generators are able to quickly start and stop generation, the fuel is especially attractive to support the growing presence of intermittent, renewable sources.\(^7\) Electric power generators are eager to continue to take advantage of these benefits: most of the proposed generation facilities in New England are designed to use natural gas.\(^8\) These generators, however, do not have contracts in place with producers and pipeline companies to guarantee they receive natural gas when they need it.\(^9\) Instead, they opt to purchase unused or excess fuel on a secondary market from other entities, such as local distribution companies (“LDCs”), who have signed guaranteed contracts with the natural gas producers.\(^10\) LDCs provide natural gas to residents for heating or cooking purposes.\(^11\) They must purchase enough gas to meet customer demand on the coldest winter days when customers are using the most gas for heating, and thus, often have excess gas on most other days.\(^12\) These secondary purchases typically result in an inefficient allocation of the fuel: most days New England residents do not use all of the purchased gas from the LDCs, so the LDCs sell it to power plants to generate electricity at a reduced price.\(^13\) As problems in New England have dem-
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Because the natural gas pipeline and electric generation industries developed largely independent of each other, their respective economic models are quite different. Pipelines are built on long-term, guaranteed contracts, while generators of electricity make fuel purchase decisions in short-term markets. Thus, without changes to the market rules or pricing mechanisms, this fundamental misalignment of markets will prevent a solution to this problem short of abandoning the numerous benefits of natural gas. To address the reliability and volatile price problems, several New England states, including Massachusetts, have investigated the ability of electric distribution companies (“EDCs”), or utilities, to contract for the necessary pipeline capacity and ultimately pass-through the costs of pipeline transportation to ratepayers. This would facilitate the long-term contracts pipelines require to be built and would allow the EDCs to sell the capacity into the secondary market where gas-fired generators could purchase it without paying for the pipeline transportation costs and preserving the low cost of fuel required in competitive wholesale electricity markets. State regulators, legislators, and market participants have largely abandoned this course of action due to a Massachusetts state Supreme Court decision holding regulators lacked necessary authority under the existing statutory framework.

This Note will argue for an alternative—but drastic solution—that will achieve similar ends through less disruptive means. Instead of EDCs serving as the counter parties to finance pipeline construction and operation, this note will argue that ISO-NE—the wholesale electricity market operator for New England—should address the problem by amending its operating tariff to allow an independent third party to acquire firm pipeline capacity on behalf of the New England states and recover the costs through a new region-wide tariff schedule. Part I will examine how the electricity market economic model and the pipeline financing model differ and why. Part II will then review the differences between the wholesale and retail power markets, examine the legal framework of the Federal Power Act (“FPA”), and explore state restructuring of the retail electric markets. Part III of the note will introduce two proposals that pass pipeline capacity costs onto consumers through two different mechanisms: one which would facilitate the EDCs as contracting parties to capacity, and one which would facilitate ISO-NE financing an independent, third-party entity to administer the capacity for the region. This section will also show that while both mechanisms are legally consistent with the FPA, the EDC solution is problematic because it violates the general principles of state electricity market restructuring and less fairly allocates costs across the region. Instead, ISO-NE should amend its ISO operating tariff to allow for a third party to contract for gas capacity and allocate the cost recovery among the entire region. This solution would provide a wholesale market mechanism that would more accurately reflect the regional reliability benefits. Such action will achieve New England’s reliability concerns, provide additional pipeline capacity, equally allocate costs among all of the region’s consumers, and preserve the principles of restructuring at the state level.

I. Factual Background

The reliability and price volatility problems in New England are the result of fundamental differences in the natural gas and electric power industry market rules and business models. Historically, natural gas in New England was used primarily for space heating while oil, coal, and nuclear generation provided the majority of the region’s electric power. However, the abundance of new natural gas from shale formations coupled with New England’s move to a competitive market structure rapidly increased the region’s natural-gas-fired generation to nearly 50% of all total New England electricity generation by 2010. Despite this large increase in the use of natural gas, the number of pipelines serving the region remained the same. This section will examine the pipeline construction and electricity generation economic models and show why the existing incentives discourage new pipeline construction for the use of electric power.

A. Natural Gas Pipeline Economic Model: Certainty of Long-Term Contracts

The physical characteristics of natural gas constrain how much gas can be transported and stored by pipeline. Due to the physical properties of natural gas, it must be consumed on delivery, unlike coal, which can be transported by rail or truck and stored on-site. The decision to build pipelines is
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based on supply and demand. Prospective pipeline “shippers”—the parties seeking to transport the natural gas—enter into contracts with pipeline operators to take advantage of less expensive natural gas from other regions. For example, the price of natural gas may be less expensive in Texas than it is in New Jersey. To enter into a contract, a shipper in New Jersey must believe the difference in price between the two markets—known as the basis differential—justifies the cost of transporting the natural gas from one region to the other, and thus enabling the financial undertaking for a pipeline company to construct and operate a pipeline connecting the two regions.

Similarly, the pipeline operator’s decision to enter into a contract with the shipper is dictated by financial considerations. Pipeline construction is a capital-intensive endeavor and, unlike other modes of infrastructure, a pipeline is immovable once built. Therefore, a pipeline operator must reach an agreement with the shipper that allows the operator to recover its investment and provide a return to its investors. This often requires shippers to enter into long-term contracts with the pipeline operator. The pipeline operator requires this long contract period to enable it to recover its capital cost and profit through FERC-regulated rate recovery.

Historically, natural gas LDCs have been the shippers, or purchasers, of the pipeline contracts to ensure reliable service for their customers. Notably, these companies are able to recover the costs of these long-term contracts through state ratemaking mechanisms, so the risk for signing a long-term contract is passed through to customers.

Because gas storage is limited and most of the gas must be consumed on delivery, traditional wholesale customers purchasing the gas for resale, such as LDCs, contract for enough pipeline capacity to meet their highest demand and pay a “demand charge” to the pipeline even if they did not use the gas. This guaranteed delivery service is a “firm” contract. In addition to firm service, other customers (such as gas-fired generators or industrial consumers) may opt to purchase natural gas without a firm contract and only pay the commodity charge. These customers can contract for “interruptible” service in which the pipeline agrees to deliver, or essentially “reroute” the firm customer’s excess capacity to an alternate customer. These customers pay a lower price for this service, but are subject to interrupted service when the firm customer is utilizing its peak capacity. Because LDC’s provide their customers with gas for the essential purpose of residential heating and they are able to pass through the cost of fuel, it makes sound business sense for them to purchase firm service from the pipeline. Such service allows LDCs to provide reliable service while passing through the entire cost, including the demand charge, to the residential consumer. Conversely, the other customers without the ability to pass through costs, such as industrial end users, often have the ability to use coal or oil as an input fuel if gas is not available, or if it is more expensive. For these customers, purchasing interruptible service is the sound business decision because the potential loss of service is not worth the premium in price. FERC facilitates the efficient allocation of contracted gas through a capacity release program that allows third parties to purchase excess gas from the primary firm service holders.

Long-term firm contracts are integral for new pipeline construction because they serve as a market signal that there will be future demand and provide financial certainty to facilitate pipelines to acquire the necessary capital for construction. Thus, it is the long-term contractual agreement that binds a shipper to pay the demand charge and allows for additional pipelines to be built and more capacity to be delivered. However, this model of long term contracts—and specifically, the cost of the demand charge—conflict with the short term decision making inherent in the electricity market model.

B. Electricity Market Model

Wholesale electricity markets operate differently from natural gas markets. Wholesale electricity markets involve the sale of electricity for resale—typically the sale of electricity to an electric utility or market trader. In restructured power markets, such as New England, grid operators—Regional Transmission Organizations and Independent System Operators—determine which generators are utilized, or
dispatched, through a bid-based system. These bid-based systems allow the grid operators to determine the generator that can provide electricity for the least cost. Generators enter their bid based on the marginal cost of generating the electricity. A seller’s marginal cost is typically the cost of the fuel used to generate the next unit of electricity. From the business perspective of the electricity generating facilities, their dispatch potential is predicated on the purchase price of fuel. This competitive short-term system allows sellers to compete to generate the lowest priced electricity and ensures the most efficient price for end-users (such as residential consumers).

C. The Gas-Electric Market Mismatch

The increased use of natural gas for power generation has placed the wholesale natural gas and electric markets at odds. Pipeline companies require firm contracts to facilitate investment, construct new pipelines, and build additional capacity. Conversely, natural gas generators competitively bid into wholesale markets based on their short-run, marginal cost of natural gas.

A firm contract includes both a commodity charge for the volume of gas and a demand charge to guarantee delivery, while interruptible service only includes the commodity charge. LDCs need to be able to meet peak demand for their customers (and are allowed to pass through the cost of the gas, including the demand charge) and, thus, are willing to pay the demand charge. A natural gas-fired generator (unable to pass-through costs), however, will not contract for firm service—which would require the generator to pay both the demand and commodity charges—because other natural gas generators that only contract for interruptible service—and only pay the commodity charge—will be able to offer a lower electricity bid. Thus, natural gas generators have no incentive to purchase firm capacity because interruptible service allows them to bid most competitively.

Importantly, during times of regular demand, this model is not problematic because the LDCs do not need to utilize the entirety of its contracted capacity to meet its customer demand and is able to sell its excess capacity on the spot market to power generators. During peak demand (typically during the winter when customers demand more gas for home heating), however, the LDCs may utilize the full (or near-full) contracted capacity and do not release as much capacity for the generators to purchase. This lack of released natural gas capacity at times of peak demand has caused reliability concerns and spikes in the price of electricity in New England, where natural gas has grown to typically account for 50% of electric generation and pipeline constraints limit additional access to natural gas.

New England has experienced the most significant effects of the gas and electric market misalignment. The use of natural gas to generate electricity has grown from 15% to 46% between 2000 and 2013. Because of this growth in demand for natural gas, pipeline constraints have manifested in economic and reliability costs during the winters when temperatures have caused less excess capacity for electric generation (in turn, causing increased prices for consumers). For example, in the winter of 2013-2014 natural gas prices, which directly influence the price of electricity in New England, spiked to $6.90 compared to $3.17 at Henry Hub—a basis differential of 85%. During the winter of 2014–2015, the Massachusetts Public Utility Commission (“PUC”) calculated that New England consumers paid $600 million dollars more than consumers in the PJM interconnection (the wholesale market operator of neighboring states), a region not as constrained by pipeline supply.

D. The Mechanics of a Hypothetical Pipeline Contract

To illustrate a simplified version of these contracts, consider the following hypothetical example. A natural gas pipeline company (PipelineCo) believes (based on economic forecasts and internal business planning) they can transport natural gas from Houston, Texas—where gas prices are lower—to Boston, Massachusetts where prices are higher than Houston, and would allow customers to take advantage of lower costs.
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PipelineCo holds a preliminary “open season”—a period in which potential customers can enter into nonbinding agreements with ProductionCo to demonstrate their interest in taking advantage of lower natural gas prices. As a result of this open season period, assume three customers “sign up” for capacity on the pipeline (reserve access to the natural gas). The first customer is GasDistCo, a Boston LDC responsible for purchasing gas on the wholesale market and reselling it to Boston residents for home heating purposes. The second customer is WidgetCo, a manufacturer of widgets that is a heavy user of natural gas to make the plastics used in the widgets. The third customer is PowerCo, a Boston natural gas-fired generator that generates electricity and sells it through the competitive electricity market (discussed in detail below).

GasDistCo, as an LDC, purchases natural gas on the wholesale market and resells it to customers. GasDistCo has a defined, exclusive service territory and charges customers a regulated rate that “passes through” the price it pays for natural gas to its customers. GasDistCo would purchase firm service from PipelineCo because its customers expect reliable service and both the commodity charge and demand charge are recovered through the ratemaking process. Not only will GasDistCo purchase firm service, but it will secure firm service for the full quantity of gas required to meet customer demand for the coldest day of the year. On most days of the year, however, GasDistCo will not require the full quantity of contracted supply, and the excess capacity can be released to other customers through PipelineCo.

Conversely, WidgetCo, as a manufacturer, will subscribe to interruptible service because the lower price will allow it to be more competitive against other manufacturers. On most days of the year, WidgetCo will take advantage of the excess capacity released from GasDistCo and other firm service holders. However, should PipelineCo invoke its ability to interrupt WidgetCo’s natural gas service on especially high-demand days of the year, WidgetCo would have sufficient notice because it would not be able to purchase the gas through the capacity market. WidgetCo would be able to manage the capacity constraint by either suspending operations for the short time period until service is restored or by switching to a substitute fuel in the interim.

Finally, PowerCo’s choice in pipeline service illustrates the fundamental market mismatch problem. In a restructured region (such as New England), PowerCo competes against other generators by placing bids based on its marginal cost (the cost of natural gas). PowerCo will only be selected by the market operator (ISO-NE) to generate power if it can match or offer a lower bid than its competitors. PowerCo cannot choose to purchase the more expensive firm service from PipelineCo because—under normal market conditions—its competitors will opt for the less expensive interruptible service and be able to underbid PowerCo. During most days of ordinary demand, the electric power market will work efficiently and (because no generators are paying for the demand charge) the regional price of electricity will be less expensive because of the natural gas-fired generators’ economic decisionmaking.

However, the net effect of PowerCo and all of its competitors purchasing interruptible service (essentially the unused capacity from GasDistCo and other firm customers) is that the generators have no recourse when GasDistCo and the other firm customers require their full contracted capacity. Unlike WidgetCo, which could manage a natural gas curtailment through differed operation behavior or fuel-substitution, PowerCo, in this hypothetical, can only operate by using natural gas to generate electricity. Furthermore, the cold days in New England in which firm customers require full capacity utilization to meet consumer demand are often the same days when a region requires the most generators to be operating. Instead of PowerCo and its competing natural gas-fired generators supplying low cost electricity to the region, older oil or coal generators would produce more expensive electricity during the gas supply shortage and create price spikes (or blackouts).

The above example illustrates the maligned incentives that natural gas-fired generators face in a restructured region. The competitive bid system incentivizes generators to purchase interruptible service, but high-demand curtailment produces undesirable levels of reliability and price volatility for the region’s electricity markets. The next Part will examine the statutory and regulatory framework that creates these incentives.

II. Legal Background

A. FERC’s Jurisdiction

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC’s”) natural gas and electric power jurisdiction is defined under two statutes: the FPA and the Natural Gas Act. Through these statutes, FERC is granted authority to regulate electricity and natural gas sold in interstate commerce or sold for resale (known as the wholesale market). Despite their distinction in subject matter, the similarities between these statutes have led courts to apply precedent nearly interchangeably. FERC’s authority balances broader energy
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market regulation with state PUCs that assert jurisdiction over retail sales (such as electricity or gas sold directly from a utility to a residential consumer). This section will review the FPA and examine where courts have drawn the jurisdictional divide for purposes of the dormant Commerce Clause and federal preemption.

Under the FPA, FERC has exclusive jurisdiction over wholesale electricity sales and transmission and is responsible to ensure just and reasonable rates for wholesale power. FERC’s jurisdiction over interstate electricity transactions developed out of necessity. The Supreme Court held in *Public Utilities Commission of Rhode Island v. Attleboro Steam & Electric Co.* that Rhode Island and Massachusetts could not develop state regulations that adjusted the price of wholesale electricity between utilities in the two states. The Court reasoned that the dormant Commerce Clause, the implied corollary of the U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause, which restricts the power of the states to interfere with interstate commerce, necessarily prevented states from regulating electricity that crossed state borders. This decision led to the “Attleboro gap” because it prevented the states from regulating interstate electric transmission, but no federal agency had statutory authority to regulate interstate electricity at the federal level. Congress passed Part II of the FPA to address the “Attleboro gap” and granted authority to the Federal Power Commission ("FPC") to set just and reasonable rates for transmission service. The FPA grants express authority to FERC over “electric energy in interstate commerce... and at wholesale in interstate commerce.” Importantly, however, the act explicitly states that such authority is limited “only to those matters which are not subject to regulation by the States.” While the line dividing state and federal jurisdiction may be clear given facts analogous to *Attleboro*, state policy implementations must avoid purposively affecting wholesale sales of electricity indirectly in violation of the dormant Commerce Clause and the Supremacy Clause.

Once the FPA granted authority to the FPC to regulate interstate and wholesale electricity markets, many questions of state versus federal jurisdiction were predicated on federal preemption. The Supremacy Clause of the Constitution states that federal laws “shall be the supreme law of the land.” In particular, courts have explicitly held that FERC’s subject matter jurisdiction demands that, “states cannot have jurisdiction over the same subject.” Federal statutes can preempt through two mechanisms: conflict preemption and field preemption.

Conflict preemption occurs when states are preempted from regulating activity that would stand as an obstacle against federal regulation. For example, in *Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC v. Shumlin*, the Second Circuit examined a Vermont state statute requiring Entergy to secure construction permits from the state government that mirrored permits already secured from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under the Atomic Energy Act. The Court held that the Vermont statutes establishing the permit system were preempted by the Atomic Energy Act because the Vermont legislature’s intent in compelling the construction permits was partially to regulate safety concerns already being regulated by the Atomic Energy Act. Alternatively, state statutes can be invalidated through field preemption, which prohibits states from regulating any field that Congress intended to “occupy exclusively,” even without direct statutory language. Two recent cases demonstrate the FPA’s ability to curb state energy regulation through field preemption.

In *PPL Energyplus, LLC v. Nazarian*, the Fourth Circuit found that Maryland’s attempt to encourage the construction of natural gas generation facilities was preempted by the FPA. Maryland’s legislature aimed to correct a perceived shortfall in generation by offering the generation facility a twenty-year guaranteed stream of revenue through a “contracts for differences.” The contracts for differences would require an electric distribution company to pay the generation facility the difference between the facility’s periodic revenue and its revenue requirements. If the generator’s revenue exceeded its set revenue requirement, however, it would be required to pay the excess revenue to the electric distribution company. This mechanism provided a guarantee to the future generator that a fixed revenue would be earned regardless of the generator’s revenue receipts. The generator was required to
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clear the market price, or match the dispatch price of electricity, when selling its energy into the wholesale market.104

The Fourth Circuit found that the contract for differences was field preempted because it essentially set the price received by the generator for its natural gas, which in turn allowed the generator to undercut other generating facilities during the grid operator’s bidding process.105 Because the FPA grants FERC the exclusive authority to regulate wholesale electricity prices, the court held that Maryland’s incentive program violated the Supremacy Clause because it interfered with existing competitive wholesale market signals under FERC jurisdiction.106

In PPL EnergyPlus, LLC v. Solomon,107 the Third Circuit found a similar incentive program in New Jersey to be preempted by the FPA. In Solomon, the legislature passed the Long Term Capacity Pilot Program Act (“LCAPP”) to encourage new generation facilities through guaranteed 15-year contracts.108 Like Nazarian, New Jersey’s program compelled the electric distribution companies to sign agreements with these generators.109 Although the contract mechanisms were different than Nazarian, the effect was the same: under the program, generators were guaranteed capacity at a set rate.110 The Second Circuit found that the LCAPP program effectively set the price for capacity through its price supplement.111 Similar to the Fourth Circuit, the Court found that FERC regulates the wholesale electricity markets through the grid operators (Regional Transmission Organizations) and the competitive bidding process.112 New Jersey’s LCAPP program encroached on FERC’s regulations by allowing the generators to set an artificial price within the wholesale electric energy market.113 By allowing the generators participating in the program to recover their revenue costs regardless of the price bid into the wholesale market, the LCAPP program disadvantaged competing generators.114 As noted above, typically the generator can only bid its marginal cost (or the cost of the natural gas), but, like in the Nazarian case, the LCAPP program allowed participating generators to bid below their actual operating costs because utilities were contractually obligated to pay the generators the difference in cost.115

Both the Nazarian and Solomon cases reinforce FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction over the wholesale markets. However, the Supreme Court has held that FERC’s jurisdiction over wholesale rates does not preempt state law that is not aimed at directly undermining the interstate or wholesale rates.116 Addressing field preemption in the context of the Natural Gas Act, the Supreme Court held in Oneok, Inc. v. Learjet that state antitrust laws are not preempted by FERC’s statutory authority because the state laws had “broad applicability” and were not aimed to regulate natural gas companies within FERC’s jurisdiction.117 Notably, the antitrust claims against the pipeline companies alleged the companies falsely reported data that did have an effect on wholesale prices, but were still held not to be preempted because the general law was not aimed at regulating wholesale prices.118

B. New England’s Retail Restructuring

The electricity market mechanisms described in section I.B describe the wholesale electricity market, or the sale of electricity for resale.119 As described above, the FPA grants FERC exclusive authority over wholesale electricity transactions, but the authority to regulate retail rates are reserved for the states.120 Any sale of electricity directly to an end user is considered a retail sale (for example: a sale from a local utility to a resident’s home).121 Federal restructuring of electricity markets in the 1970s and 1980s bifurcated the markets and transformed the wholesale market while leaving the state-regulated retail rates unchanged.122

However, faced with increasing electricity prices, several states investigated restructuring retail electric service to promote greater competition in the 1990s.123 The proposals did not call for complete deregulation, but rather allowed customers to choose their electricity supplier while maintaining the regulated distribution service from utilities.124 The primary goals of restructuring were to reduce prices and “shift the risks of assuring adequate new generation construction from ratepayers to competitive market providers.”125 Electricity prices in New England during this time were especially high and led all of the New England states to explore the possibility of restructuring.126 Between 1996 and 2000, all of the New England states except Vermont passed restructuring statutes.127
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While the specific statutes vary slightly, the most important principle of restructuring was to separate ownership of generating facilities and distribution lines. The statutes required the electric utility to divest of, or structurally separate, its generation facilities. Before restructuring, the state utility was vertically-integrated and owned the generation facilities and the distribution lines to transport the electricity. In its post-structuring role, the utility would only operate the distribution lines for the transport of the newly independent generating facilities.

III. Legal Analysis

A. The Massachusetts Proposal to Allow EDCs to Contract for Pipeline Capacity Is Legally Consistent with the FPA, but Violates the Principles of Electricity Restructuring at the State Level

Due to the misalignment of the natural gas pipeline and electric generation models, natural gas generators are not signing the long-term contracts pipeline operators require to construct pipelines into New England. State legislatures and PUCs in the region have proposed solutions that would use state regulatory power to facilitate the necessary investment pipeline operators require. EDCs and pipeline companies in Massachusetts, for example, have proposed a plan to allow the EDCs to serve as shippers to the pipeline and pass through the pipeline transportation cost, or the demand charge, to ratepayers. Unlike an LDC, which releases the excess natural gas not required to serve its customers into the wholesale market, the EDCs would release the full contracted capacity into the wholesale market for gas-fired generators to place bids. A similar regulatory proposal is being examined in New Hampshire, while state legislatures in Connecticut and Maine have already passed bills that authorize the state PUC to directly contract with pipeline companies to ensure capacity. This analysis will consider the Massachusetts proposal because Massachusetts is the largest New England state and the proposal is sufficiently similar to the other state initiatives in that it seeks to use state-level ratemaking to pass through the pipeline demand charge. For the reasons below, the Massachusetts EDC proposal is consistent with the FPA for purposes of preemption, but seeking a state-level recovery of capital is inconsistent with state electricity restructuring policies.

As the Nazarian, Solomon, and Learjet cases demonstrate, states are permitted to pass legislation and regulations that affect wholesale power markets, provided the purpose of the state action is not to influence or interfere with wholesale prices. The Massachusetts and New Hampshire proposals to allow EDCs to enter into pipeline capacity contracts do not interfere with FERC’s wholesale natural gas or electric power jurisdiction because the effect on wholesale natural gas or electricity prices would be indirect. Unlike the Nazarian and Solomon cases in which New Jersey and Maryland explicitly used guaranteed contract mechanisms to effectively set the price that applicable generators would bid into wholesale markets, the New Hampshire and Massachusetts proposals do not affect the marginal cost of natural gas for gas-fired generators. Instead, the EDCs would release the contracted capacity into the wholesale natural gas market where gas-fired generators could sign up for capacity. Furthermore, unlike the Nazarian and Solomon cases where the states were compelling utilities to fulfill pricing contracts, under the proposed plans no EDC would be required to contract for pipeline capacity and no natural gas generator would be required to purchase the gas from the EDCs.

More importantly, state PUCs allowing EDCs to pass through rates would not be subsidizing one entity at the expense of another. The Nazarian and Solomon contracts provided a potential subsidy for generators in the program that placed non-program generators at a competitive disadvantage. The Massachusetts proposal would simply allow the EDCs to sell the pipeline capacity into a competitive bidding system (through ISO-NE). The rate at which the EDC sells the pipeline capacity is still determined by the wholesale market purchasers (the generators), not the respective state program or the EDC. Similarly, if a generator purchases the natural gas capacity from the EDC, there is no competitive advantage to the EDC when purchasing electricity from generators. As the utility to residential customers, the EDC is responsible for operating the transmission lines that move the electricity from the generators to the end-users (e.g., residents). In Nazarian and Solomon, specific generators were guaranteed a rate of return and were able to bid a lower price for electricity into the competitive market operated by the ISO/RTO regardless of the cost of natural gas. Under the Massachusetts proposal, the released capacity would be available to all of the gas-fired generators connected to the pipeline and no one generator would have a competitive advantage over the other generators.

Instead, the proposed programs are more analogous to the antitrust claims alleged in Learjet. Like Learjet, where
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the success of a state antitrust claim for price manipulation would likely affect wholesale prices, the proposed PUC actions would likely decrease wholesale prices for the region. Indeed, lower electricity prices for the region is the driving force behind the state action. However, the regulations would not be implementing any pricing mechanism that directly affects wholesale prices. Like in Learjet, the state action in question would not be concerned with FERC’s regulatory jurisdiction over wholesale electricity prices, but rather with an increase in natural gas capacity that indirectly affects the wholesale market.

Although the Massachusetts regulatory proposal is consistent the FPA, allowing EDCs to acquire firm pipeline contracts and recover costs through state ratemaking procedures is inconsistent with the principles of retail restructuring. The two primary purposes of restructuring were to divest generation responsibilities from utilities (EDCs) to promote competition and shift the financial risk from consumers to generation facilities. By allowing EDCs to purchase natural gas capacity through pipeline contracts, the state proposals are violating both principles. First, although the EDC would not be operating the generating facilities (which would constitute a direct violation of the restructuring statutes), the EDC would be moving beyond its open-access, distribution role to procure fuel. Second, states restructured retail electricity markets in an effort to shift costs away from consumers (through a utility’s rate recovery mechanism) to the private sector. In the restructured market, customers would abandon generators that would underperform.

Before restructuring, the generators as part of the state utility simply passed through their cost of business regardless of performance. The EDC capacity contracts return a comparable risk to consumers by signing long-term contracts to be passed-through to the consumers. Most problematic, the consumer risk would be concentrated and only be placed on consumers within the contracting EDC’s territory, while the benefits would be state-wide. The risk would differ slightly from the traditional regulated market because if natural gas prices were to increase to an uneconomic value, the generators utilizing the gas would not be selected by consumers, but the consumers within the EDC’s territory would still pay for the gas through their utility bill.

The recent Massachusetts Supreme Court decision, ENGIE Gas & LNG LLC v. Department of Public Utilities, has reinforced the problematic mechanics of this plan. The court held invalid the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities’ authority to review and approve the final version of the plan. Furthermore, the court’s primary reasoning for the decision was that it “would undermine the main objectives of the [restructuring] act and re-expose ratepayers to the types of financial risks from which the Legislature sought to protect them.” The ruling effectively prevents any regulatory path to implement the EDC plan. The plan would now require the Massachusetts legislature to amend the restructuring statute to specifically allow for such a contract mechanism.

Due to the regional cooperation that a solution would require, the Massachusetts decision is especially damaging. Eversource and National Grid—the EDCs spearheading the Access Northeast pipeline and the EDC plan—withdraw petitions for firm capacity following the decision. More troubling for a long-term EDC plan, however, was the effect the ruling had on other New England states. Both New Hampshire and Connecticut withdrew pending regulatory proposals that would have implemented measures to facilitate the EDC plan.

A recent FERC decision denying to EDCs a capacity release exemption also disfavors such a solution. Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC—the pipeline operator for the proposed Access Northeast pipeline—requested a “blanket bidding exemption” to FERC’s capacity release bidding requirements. Capacity release requirements require that the releasing shipper (original buyer) of the gas release (resell) capacity only to the replacement shipper offering the highest rate. Algonquin sought an exemption to permit the EDC’s capacity manager to release to gas-generators the necessary capacity. This would ensure that the contracted capacity would be delivered to the generators for which it was intended. However, FERC declined to permit a blanket exemption for all EDCs in such programs. Instead, FERC found that Algonquin did not show that such a broad exemption was necessary to ensure the EDC plan would work. FERC did note, however, that it would consider “more targeted, justified proposals.” In addition, the capacity release rules allow for prearranged shippers. This means that an EDC proposal similar to the Massachusetts plan could move forward even without such an exemption.

However, even if the Massachusetts proposal moved forward, it would also lead to disparate benefits of consumer resources across the region. The wholesale market in New England operates within the entire jurisdiction of ISO-NE—serving all New England states—and would not be able to target the benefits of additional capacity to the state that purchased the capacity. For example, if Massachusetts allowed its EDC to sign a contract for firm service, the capac-
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ity would be released onto the wholesale market for all generators in the ISO-NE market for which all generators in New England could place a bid. By decreasing the costs across the entire region, customers in other states will benefit as well (without financing their EDC’s rate recovery). Because state-level solutions—such as the Massachusetts proposal—would expose particular EDC customers to concentrated risks despite widespread benefits, a regionwide tariff would serve as a stronger solution. The hesitance of Connecticut and New Hampshire regulators to move forward without Massachusetts demonstrates the importance of regional coordination.

B. ISO-NE Should Finance Additional Pipeline Capacity Through an Amendment to Its FERC-Approved Tariff That Would Share the Costs of Reliability Across All New England States

The lack of pipeline capacity in New England is a serious problem that has adverse effects on electricity reliability and price volatility. However, permitting the EDCs to contract for pipeline capacity would result in a misallocation of risk and require EDCs to hold fuel contracts, which runs counter to electricity restructuring principles. As the region’s Independent System Operator, ISO-NE should address the problem through a reliability amendment to its Transmission, Markets, and Services Tariff.159 As the wholesale market operator, ISO-NE must receive approval from FERC to change its tariff.160 The amendment would allow an independent third party to contract with a pipeline to increase capacity to the region. Specifically, ISO-NE should amend the tariff to create a new tariff schedule that would allow the third party to recover its costs from consumers in each of the New England states based on the amount of electricity used by each utility region. In 2014, the New England States Committee on Electricity (“NESCOE”) proposed such a tariff amendment, known as the Incremental Gas for Reliability (“IGER”) concept, but ultimately abandoned it in favor of the EDC approach endorsed by the Massachusetts proposal. 161 However, the tariff amendment approach has two advantages over the Massachusetts proposal: it properly addresses deficiencies in wholesale incentives with a wholesale solution and it more evenly distributes the costs amongst the entire region.

Natural gas-fired generators are not properly incentivized to subscribe to firm pipeline service. This problematic lack of incentive is a product of the wholesale market: the generators purchase the required natural gas on the wholesale gas market and sell the produced electricity into the ISO-NE’s wholesale electricity market for customers to purchase. Both the ISO-NE tariff solution and the EDC solution would correct this market failure by passing the additional cost of firm pipeline service to ratepayers through a third party. However, unlike the state proposals permitting EDCs to contract for pipeline capacity, an ISO-NE tariff would not unnecessarily attach a retail-market participant to a wholesale contract.

Instead, a disinterested third party would provide the necessary capital for pipeline capacity and would be permitted to recover its costs from the ISO. The ISO would collect the necessary revenue for payment by charging each utility a rate based on the amount of electricity transmitted in that utility’s region. The utility would pass the cost of this reliability rate onto its customers (residents or other users of its distribution lines). The ISO-NE tariff financing solution would provide a mechanism for passing through the demand charge component of firm pipeline contracts to the ratepayers who would benefit from the additional electricity reliability it would provide. However, this reliability amendment would finance the additional capacity at the wholesale level without involving retail electricity utilities (EDCs) against principles of restructuring. Because the ISO is a wholesale operator—and would only amend the tariff schedule with FERC’s approval—this solution would bypass Nazarian and Solomon questions of FPA preemption.162

In addition, a region-wide reliability tariff would more fairly facilitate costs across the region. Increased capacity of natural gas will facilitate price stability and reliability across the entire New England grid. A reliability tariff amendment allows ISO-NE to allocate costs to each utility in each state. The tariff schedule would be assigned to each utility based on the electricity delivered in the region through the utility’s distribution lines. Currently, ISO-NE can allocate costs for electricity transmission lines across New England if the project will provide “a benefit for all of New England.”163 Similarly, this amendment would improve reliability for the entire region and should fairly share the costs of the capacity across all New England electricity consumers. Conversely, the proposals to allow EDCs to contract for pipeline capacity would place the burden of financing the reliability and price benefits on the utilities that entered into the contract. However, the benefit would not be contained to the region of the contracting utilities. For example, if additional pipeline capacity is secured by a utility in southern Massachusetts, the gas-fired generation will lead to increased electricity in northern Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and throughout New England. Yet, it will be the southern Massachusetts utility customers that will ultimately be forced to pay for the capacity contract.

This solution is a drastic proposal because it requires transmission customers to bear a long-term capital investment. However, it should be framed as an important reliability measure to address a widely acknowledged problem.

FERC has demonstrated an appetite to consider solutions through technical conferences and broad attention. ISO-NE has also been involved in many potential solutions. In a 2015 Fuel Assurance Status Report to FERC, ISO-NE aptly commented:

The New England states, recognizing the reliability risks and economic consequences associated with insufficient pipeline capacity, have worked diligently in an effort to facilitate the necessary investment in additional pipeline capacity. This path is not without difficulty, but may be the most direct route to a timely solution to this serious problem.164

Because it more fairly allocates costs and addresses the gas-electric market failure at a wholesale level, an ISO-NE tariff amendment would be an effective option to bring additional gas capacity to New England.

**IV. Conclusion**

New England’s increased use of natural gas for electricity is increasing its need for new pipelines to be constructed. However, because of the capital-intensive financing that pipeline construction and operation require, pipelines are typically built only when there is demonstrable demand and subject to long-term contracts. Moreover, FERC approves pipeline permits only if it is deemed to be in the public interest. Typically, pipeline companies demonstrate public interest by showing market viability through shipping agreements fulfilling the entire capacity of the pipeline.

The existing regulatory system has created diverging incentives for natural gas generating facilities and New England regulators and consumers. Gas-fired generators cannot compete with other generating facilities if they purchase the right to guaranteed service because of its price premium. However, the less expensive, interruptible service leads to price volatility and reliability concerns when the region utilizes the entirety of pipeline capacity. There have been several state proposals in New England that seek to allow EDCs, or utilities, to directly contract with a pipeline company for natural gas capacity and recover the investment from ratepayers.

This note had argued that the current regulatory problem should be addressed at the wholesale markets instead of the retail markets. Although the state proposals are likely consistent with the FPA, allowing EDCs to enter capacity contracts stands in opposition to the principles of state restructuring that prohibited EDCs from generating activities. Moreover, the fundamental principles of restructuring disfavor the state distribution companies affecting the wholesale market. Instead, as the operator of the competitive wholesale market, ISO-NE should address the problem by amending its tariff to include a new schedule to allow an independent, third party to acquire the pipeline capacity directly and recover the costs from utility customers throughout New England. Such action will achieve New England’s reliability concerns, provide additional pipeline capacity, equally allocate costs among all of the regions consumers, and preserve the principles of restructuring at the state level.
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